
A great deal of education and legwork need to be done before 
the industry gets to a place where the digital ecosystem is dictated 
by quality control and transparency. Right now no one is polic-
ing practices and processes, but many organizations are working 
to build the infrastructure and best practices that will guide this 
industry into the future—one where wasted ad impressions and 
fraudulent players no longer have a place. VivaKi, Publicis Groupe’s 
ad tech solutions provider, has been a leading voice in helping 
agencies and clients understand and utilize viewability standards.

Four VivaKi experts recently talked with writer Julie Liesse about 
the company’s commitment to the industry’s viewability efforts:
n Frank Voris, CEO
n Natalie DiBerto, VP, AOD Display
n Phil Shih, VP-audience media strategy
n Cheryl Stump, director, AOD Video

Advertising Age: How do you define viewability, especially for 
someone who is new to the subject?
n Frank Voris: Viewability is an essential building block for suc-
cessful digital advertising. It’s much deeper than simple screen 
placement so a consumer can see an ad. It is an opportunity for a 
marketer to have a brand-safe interaction with the consumer that 
is relevant and adds meaning or value to their day.

We also have to keep in mind that viewability means different 
things across channels. For example, video is a huge opportunity 
right now. Current standards are being tested and reviewed, and 
there will be a lot of opportunity for this channel once the industry 
can decide what viewability means for video.
n Phil Shih: At VivaKi we define viewability as another measure-
ment or a signal that’s available to digitally reflect the propensity 
for an ad to be actually viewed by a human being. There are a cou-
ple of key points surrounding that definition. It comes down to a 
lot of translating when an ad is typically delivered and when it’s 
counted as an impression.

Ad Age: Marketers are accustomed to buying ads and assuming 
they are going to be seen, or at least properly published. When you 
talk about “propensity for an ad to be actually viewed by a human,” 
it sounds alarming.
n Mr. Voris: You’re absolutely right. The number of questionable 

inventory sources, placements and practices out there is alarming. 
This is a challenge that plagues our industry, and it involves the en-
tire ecosystem. No one can conquer this alone, which is why we are 
joining forces with our partners to understand how we can make 
greater viewability a reality by scaling a common set of standards 
and metrics.
n Mr. Shih: What we’ve found on the VivaKi side—and what I think 
a lot of marketers and folks on both the publisher, or sell, side and 
the buy side have seen—is there are a lot of tricks that can be put 
in place for monetization and for delivery of ads. A lot of that has 
to do with how measurement historically has been viewed from a 
digital standpoint, which is oftentimes looking at a last-click or last-
view attribution model. 

The discussion about viewability brings up this newer signal 
that allows folks on both the buy side and sell side to ask, “What do 
I want to do with the impressions that have a lower propensity to 
be viewed?” As an example, on certain websites the user may scroll 
down or scroll past certain advertisements or, by contrast, never 
scroll down to the bottom of a page. That advertisement still may 
be delivered, and counted as an impression and charged to the 
marketer—and the publisher may monetize off of that. But it may 
not have had a high propensity for an actual user to see the ad.

Ad Age: What is the industry doing to stop the fraudulent players 
and inefficient media buys/placements?
n Mr. Voris: Currently, there is no central force guiding policies and 
best practices across digital advertising, but the Internet Advertis-
ing Bureau and Media Rating Council have been very involved in 
developing viewable standards and metrics. There are also several 
players working in tandem to support their efforts and help make 
their ultimate decisions scale.

At VivaKi, we have collaborated with a number of these partners 
to aid in the overall efforts as well as build out a proprietary set of 
checks and balances to ensure that buys placed through our Audi-
ence On Demand, or AOD, platform are viewable and appear within 
brand-safe destinations.

Ad Age: Part of viewability is location. Do you automatically as-
sume better, higher viewability for ads that are placed near the top 
of a page or the beginning of content?
n Mr. Shih: That’s a generally fair statement, but it gets more com-
plicated than that. Certainly, for example, a blog may be designed 
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W
hen marketers invest in digital advertising, they expect their messaging to ac-
tually be seen by consumers. But despite an estimated $118 billion spent on digital 
advertising globally in 2013, 54% of display ads were not viewable, according to com-
Score, while Vindico says its data show that 57% of digital video ads were not viewable.

As the industry grapples with how to make digital ads more viewable, publishers are feeling the 
squeeze: Viewability metrics are affecting pricing. Inventory sources are more scrutinized than ever, 
and buyers are having to convince their clients that achieving the specified CPM means that some 
inventory falls well below the fold or in questionable environments.

for a reader to continue to scroll down through that blog page, and there may be ads in the middle 
or at the bottom of the page—and sometimes those ads are less likely to be viewable.

But, for example, some sports websites may have an ad at the top of the page as a leaderboard. 
Just based on how the content of that website is delivered for the attention of the consumer, the 
consumer may very well scroll past that top leaderboard—so that also may be an example of an ad 
that has a lower propensity to be viewed. So it’s not always driven by ad placement. It’s really based 
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MAKING DIGITAL COUNT
VivaKi execs discuss viewability and why the industry needs to work together on a standard
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n Mr. Voris: I would also add that, overall, there is a huge mea-
surement problem in the industry that prevents true client un-
derstanding of the importance of viewability. It’s a basic math 
formula: Clients have a specific CPM in mind and publishers help 
them deliver on those impressions; but what the client doesn’t 
realize is that many of those “impressions” could be nonviewable 
ads. However, because they meet their desired CPM number, 
they think they’ve achieved their goals.

This is one place I think our industry can help educate mar-
keters. We need to help them understand that viewable impres-
sions will cost more and that the benefits of paying upfront will 
far outweigh the risk of buying wasted impressions. The impor-
tant thing to note is that the impressions may be lower in this 
scenario but the likelihood that your ad is viewed is strong, and 
that can only help brand awareness in the long run.

Ad Age: Can you elaborate on the issues in making viewability 
a usable metric for advertisers and agencies in the digital space?
n Mr. Shih: At a high level, we find that there’s just a lot of confu-
sion in the marketplace. Viewability is being utilized oftentimes 
to talk about ad fraud. Viewability is also being used to help 
signal other ways of viewing digital brand effectiveness for at-
titudinal measures. And viewability is being thought of from a 
black-and-white standpoint that does not really highlight the 
complexity that comes with delivering ads to all different types 
of devices—desktop, mobile devices, video formats. Some view-
ability issues are simply limitations from a technology stand-
point or limitations from a business standpoint.
n Ms. Stump: For video ads, step one is to establish a standard. 
Display advertising has a viewability standard: 50% of the ad in 
view for one second. It’s pretty much agreed upon across the 
marketplace that video should not necessarily adopt the same 
standard because it is a totally different medium. The conversa-
tion is now being driven by publishers wanting to make sure 
that they’re not being too limited on what can be counted as a 
viewable impression.

We’re hopefully within a couple of months of the standard 
being established by the IAB and MRC. It looks like the standard 
will be set at 50% of the ad viewable for two seconds.

Ad Age: Beyond the 50% for one-second standard for display and 
the soon-to-be-determined video viewability standard, are there 
any other variables to consider in delivering true viewability?
n Ms. DiBerto: Variables that need to be taken into consider-
ation include fraud and content quality. An impression might be 
viewable, but it could also be with 10 other stack ads that are all 

on where the content is and how the ads are placed surrounding that content and that user experience.

Ad Age: At this point, is viewability on clients’ radars? And given where we stand right now, is it a good 
time for them to embrace viewability as a metric? 
n Cheryl Stump: Clients want performance. They entrust their brand messages to us and rely on us to de-
liver the connections, which is why viewability has become imperative for us to understand and deliver on.

On the video side, we are still seeing challenges due to a lack of standards in the methodology for 
measurement and lagging progress in technologies that can measure viewability for a higher percent-
age of impressions, so buyers have not been able to formalize viewability benchmarks. 
n Natalie DiBerto: On the display advertising side, most of the requests come from brand advertisers 
as opposed to direct response advertisers—being that brand advertisers are looking for a better metric 
than pricing, reach or CTR. They can use viewability as a new metric such as cost per viewable impres-
sion or targeted audience impressions viewed. There is also a lot of opportunity to use viewability as a 
new metric for cross-channel measurement.

high in terms of the propensity for the ad to be viewable. But there also will be publishers that are going 
to have their ads show up with a higher propensity to be viewable, and in that case it’s possible that those 
publishers will be able to increase the price point that they currently have.

Ad Age: Why is VivaKi so passionate about and invested in the topic of viewability?
n Mr. Voris: VivaKi is in business to give Publicis Groupe clients the best performance and to help safe-
guard their assets. Quality is core to our mission. We are passionate about viewability because an ad 
served that is not viewed is an inefficient use of our clients’ resources. 

Our industry is based on trust, and we act as agents on behalf of our client. If we are placing ads that no 
one can see, what are we doing? This is the reason we launched VivaKi and AOD, and have implemented 
a rigorous vetting process, VivaKi Verified. It is also why we are moving toward a more robust set of metrics 
that will help gauge viewability for our clients moving forward.

We know that in the future, viewable premium inventory will demand a higher CPM than unviewed 
impressions; but it’s worth it for the sake of growing your brand. After all, you pay for what you get. •

above the fold and next to little or no content, so the likelihood 
is slim that anyone is going to view it within one second.

The bigger issue is in programmatic media and making view-
ability actionable—specifically, when we’re “transacting” in real 
time. Currently we don’t have the capability to make yes-or-no 
decisions in real time based on where an ad is on a page and bid 
for an impression on whether it’s viewable or not. We’re not able 
to buy in real time against a viewability metric when we need to 
transact in milliseconds, but the IAB standard is that an ad is view-
able when it is 50% in view for one second. The current “pre-bid” 
solutions in the marketplace use cached data or allow you to bid 
on sites that have a high probability to be viewable.
n Mr. Shih: I think what IAB and the MRC are proposing—half of 
an ad viewable for a second—is just the initial benchmark. Really 
what we’re talking about are the more advanced phases of view-
ability in terms of other KPIs, or goals or objectives for a client’s 
overall marketing program. That’s going to be determined on a 
case-by-case basis for each marketer. 

Ad Age: What is VivaKi’s vision of the best use of the viewability 
metric?
n Mr. Voris: Ultimate viewability is going to be an aggregation 
of multiple metrics, and we are currently vetting the most mean-
ingful and accurate so that we can create a single measurement 
tool. Our goal is to create a quality index in partnership with our 
various partners, as well as organizations like the IAB and MRC, 
which are helping to establish common standards and practices 
for the entire industry.

One of the biggest goals we are pursuing is to identify the val-
ue of viewable ads by revising the existing “cost per” rates and re-
placing them with cost-per-viewable rates. At the end of the day, 
we believe that better viewability metrics, standards and rates will 
increase the ability for advertisers to reach people in ways that 
are relevant and meaningful, while also cutting down on wast-
ed impressions, overinflated ad dollars and massive amounts of 
fraud happening on the Web today.

Ad Age: There has been some controversy about the viewability 
standards and the possible impact on publishers, which obviously 
have a business to protect. Are publishers going to end up with the 
short end of the stick in all of this?
n Mr. Shih: Many of the publishers we work with are as eager to
solve this as we are. They know that building meaningful connec-
tions between people and brands is the ultimate goal. But the ques-
tion speaks to the need for multiple partners to focus on this solution.

Certainly some publishers may find that they may not score as 

“The number
of questionable
inventory sources, 
placements and 
practices out
there is alarming. 
This is a challenge 
that plagues our 
industry, and it 
involves the entire 
ecosystem. No
one can conquer 
this alone, which
is why we are
joining forces with 
our partners. …”
             —Frank Voris, CEO 



Media Rating Council: Closing the ‘trust gap’
For three years, George Ivie has been immersed in viewability. Mr. 
Ivie and the Media Rating Council he leads were approached by 
individual technology companies and then tasked by the Making 
Measurement Make Sense coalition to develop viewability stan-
dards for the ad industry.

“The intent has been to make digital advertising more efficient 
and friendlier for brand marketers and eliminate the trust gap,” says 
Mr. Ivie, the MRC’s CEO. “The first priority was to move the industry 
from measuring not merely when an ad is served but when it is 
viewable.”  Viewability would put digital advertising on par with tra-
ditional media such as TV and print by allowing advertisers to buy 
and pay only for digital ads that had the opportunity to be seen by 
a consumer.

After studying literally billions of impressions, thousands of 
websites and current brain research, the MRC this month is wrap-
ping up its work by releasing standards for display and video ads. 
To be counted as a viewable ad, 50% of a display ad has to be seen 
for one second. For digital video ads, the standard is 50% viewable 
for two seconds.

Why 50%? “We set the lowest level where it was likely the whole 
ad would become viewable,” Mr. Ivie says. Why one second for dis-
play ads? “It’s tied to human cognition,” he says. “If you are on a Web 
page and a display ad comes up, research shows that you are going 
to make a decision about what to do—ignoring the ad, clicking on 
it, leaving the page—in less than a second.”

Setting a viewability standard for video ads has proved more 
complicated because of the longer delivery time, a lack of research 
about how people interact with video and less consensus within 
the industry. But the MRC’s research led it to the conclusion that 
around two or three seconds was the point at which the viewer 
began to take action on a video ad.

When the MRC releases the standards later this month, Mr. Ivie 
says, “we are poised to tell the industry that the transactions are 
there and most can be measured.” He says the industry largely is 
ready to buy and sell digital display advertising using the 50%/one 
second viewability standard, and that video transactions are com-

ing. Some agencies and vendors have begun trading on a viewabil-
ity metric. The MRC already has accredited 11 vendors for display or 
video viewability, or both.

Mr. Ivie knows that adoption of the new viewability standards 
may mean changes for some publishers. “Each site will have to un-
derstand its own viewability profile. They might need to reconsider 
how pages are structured so that viewability is optimized.” 

But he says they will reap long-term benefits. “I believe that 
eventually these standards will drive higher prices and a tiering of 
inventory in favor of more-viewable ads,” he says. “Brand advertis-
ers are hungry for viewability. And in the long run, bringing more 
brand advertisers to digital media is a bigger plus than maintaining 
the status quo.”

Up next on the MRC’s to-do list are several possible additional 
digital measurement standards, including taking its work on view-
ability and applying it to mobile ads. But mobile delivery adds an-
other level of complexity to the definition of what’s viewable.

All of this work is designed, he says, “to pro-
vide assurance and trust to the people who use 
digital advertising. These standards will bring an 
enhanced level of accuracy to the value of digital 
advertising to brand marketers.”

comScore: Working with publishers
With the ad industry finally on the verge of concrete viewability 
guidelines, many are asking what’s next. How do agencies and ad-
vertisers incorporate viewability into their deals with publishers?

VivaKi has been working with comScore to make viewability a 
reality in a pioneering partnership that uncovers the best data on 
viewable display advertising, delivered pre-bid for programmatic 
buying. To get that best data, says Anne Hunter, comScore’s senior VP-
global marketing strategy, “systems need to work together. We have 
taken our system for validating viewability [comScore’s validated 
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Campaign Essentials program] and hooked it up to VivaKi’s systems.”
The result, Ms. Hunter says, is that “we are giving VivaKi very 

granular data about the effectiveness of specific ad inventory that they can access through AOD”—
Audience On Demand, VivaKi’s addressable media-buying platform to target digital advertising. “This 
allows VivaKi to make buys based on the best information out there, down to the individual URL and 
individual ad being delivered, to capture viewability information.  And the data is coming in so they 
can assess it pre-buy.”

comScore is working to help both brand teams and online publishers navigate toward viewabil-
ity metrics.  “When agencies are buying viewability, and clients are only paying for that, there need to 
be well-defined expectations on both sides because it’s such a new metric,” Ms. Hunter says. “There 
need to be conversations between buyers and sellers, and an understanding [of ] where the technol-
ogy works and where it doesn’t—and what to do when it doesn’t.”

To help people get started using viewability metrics, comScore produced best practices book-
lets—one for buyers and one for sellers—with checklists and benchmarks. After comScore started 
giving the booklets to clients in November, the word got out; comScore now has put copies of the 
best practices booklets in the hands of 150 different companies.

“Advertising agencies, media agencies, tech companies and publishers all need to ensure they 
have a couple of people in-house who understand the 
standards and the technology, and that they have a stan-
dard process for discussing viewability,” Ms. Hunter says.

Anne Hunter

Jason Miller

MAKING VIEWABILITY A COLLABORATIVE EFFORT
VivaKi is dedicated to solving the issues surrounding viewability 
so it can provide actionable data on digital ad buying for both its 
clients and the industry. To do that, it is coordinating its efforts to 
adhere to the standards and practices set forth by the Internet 
Advertising Bureau and Media Rating Council. It is also collab-
orating with partners throughout the digital space to cover all 
aspects of the problems that exist. Each company was selected 
because, like VivaKi, it has made viewability a priority.

Here, the Media Rating Council and four VivaKi partners—
comScore, Google, Integral Ad Science and Vindico—discuss 
key issues and challenges in the viewability arena.
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Says Mr. Miller: “Measurement alone does not make viewable 
impressions a currency. To become a currency, we need to devel-
op technology that allows advertisers and publishers to not only 
measure, but also transact [using] viewable impressions. That’s why 
we’re investing heavily to build tools to allow both sides to value, 
buy, sell, serve and optimize to viewable impressions.”

In December, Google began offering advertisers the option to 
target and buy only viewable impressions across the Google Dis-
play Network. Since then, Mr. Miller says, the company has seen 
“thousands of brands” buying viewable impressions across more 
than 100,000 publisher sites. Google is working to offer viewability-
targeted buys in its other display advertising this year. “We predict 
that 2014 will be the year in which viewability will become a stan-
dard that buyers and sellers transact on,” Mr. Miller says.

“VivaKi has been an important partner over the past year as 
we’ve been testing our Active View product and looking to bring 
it to market,” he says. “Their feedback has helped shape the way we 
think about viewability and its importance in the ecosystem.”

Mr. Miller says Google believes that when more advertisers and 
agencies use viewability metrics in ad buys, the demand for view-
able—aka higher-quality—sites will inevitably increase and, in turn, 

increase publishers’ interest in compet-
ing for those dollars by addressing view-
ability issues on their own sites.

Integral: Tackling low viewability
Scott Knoll puts it bluntly:  “At the end of the day, if your ad is not 
seen, it will have no impact.”

That sounds obvious—but Mr. Knoll, CEO of Integral Ad Science, 
says it’s shocking how much money is being spent on digital ad-
vertising that does not have a chance to be seen by consumers.

For the first half of 2013, Integral reported that only 44% of ads 
across digital channels met the proposed industry standard for a 
“viewable” ad. The standard calls for 50% of the ad in view for one 
second or more.

Mr. Knoll says a big part of the problem is that the industry is 
buying and evaluating digital advertising using standards that 
were developed a decade ago—things such as click-through rates, 
number of ads served and other direct response-driven metrics 
that allow people to “game” the system but don’t focus on brand-
building results, including basic viewability. The good news, he says, 
is that the industry “has woken up to this, and it’s forced us to re-
evaluate how we are measuring success and making sure we are 
creating the right atmosphere.”

He says low viewability is a “symptom of other problems” with 
many digital ad placements: the structure of the page, the pres-
ence of too many ads or content that’s not interesting.

Google: Developing the right tools
Depending on whose data is used, almost 50% of digital display ads today are not viewable. “With 
numbers like that, nothing else matters to brand advertisers,” says Jason Miller, Google’s director of 
brand metrics. “As an industry, we must address this issue and make sure brands can answer the 
question ‘Was my ad seen?’ ”

Google believes that part of the solution to the industry’s viewability issues are tools that not only 
measure viewability, but also provide a method for advertisers to target and pay only for viewable 
impressions. 

Google’s Active View is a start in that direction. Active View offers an integrated and actionable 
way to measure if an ad was viewable by detecting the position of the ad relative to the browser 
window. It offers a common measurement for buyers and sellers of ads, and allows advertisers to look 
at their ads across platforms. 

points out that 95% of the 60 billion video ads his company served last year were repurposed TV 
spots, with many advertisers viewing digital as an extension of TV. 

But that has its downside. First, he says, TV spots—“created for a passive medium, designed to 
be shown over and over to passive viewers”—don’t take full creative advantage of the fact that “in 
the Internet delivery space, the user has tremendous control.” Second, running a TV spot on a digital 
channel comes with certain expectations that are not necessarily being met—or that can’t be met—
by digital publishers. 

When agencies buy TV ads, Mr. Timothy says, “they never have to worry about where or if the ad 
is going to run. ... But as we move video to digital, we still need to meet or exceed that level of confi-
dence. And it starts with viewability.”

Last year, Vindico analyzed 3.9 billion video ads that it served over a two-month period. The com-
pany found that 57% of the video ads it measured were not placed where they would be seen. They 
were positioned “below the fold,” on an invisible player, or were not in the parameters of the screen. 
They weren’t viewable.

Vindico’s solution is a product called Adtricity, a multifaceted grading system for digital ad quality 
that was named a preferred verification and viewability partner by VivaKi in November 2013. Adtricity 
assesses an ad’s viewability—does the ad have the opportunity to be seen?—while also taking into 
account how and where the ad is seen. That includes a variety of verification measures, such as the 
content of the Web page, the amount of clutter, the size of the iframe and the speed with which the 
ad appears on the page. The result is a single quality rating available to advertisers pre-bid—before 
they buy.

Two things need to happen to improve video viewability, Mr. Timothy says. First, agencies and 
advertisers need to “recognize their own complicity”; the push for low CPMs has been at the expense 
of quality inventory. Second, the ad community has to insist on the adoption of viewability standards, 
similar to those created for display advertising but tailored to video.

“To me, agencies like VivaKi are planting a flag,” he says. “The money 
is waking up because it has to—the amount of money spent in this 
space is now material. People have to prove it’s not fraud.” •

Integral is working to help clients avoid low-viewability ads 
through its TRAQ Score, a measure of overall quality, available pre-
buy. The Integral system “looks at every ad on every page and mea-
sures the probability that the next time the ad is delivered it will be 
viewable,” Mr. Knoll says. “We then rank all inventory by viewability 
so that buyers can see how each ad compares to another. They can 
turn up the viewability depending on their goals.” 

VivaKi works with Integral to target viewable ad buys for its cli-
ents. “Through our partnership, VivaKi proactively targets ads that 
are in view and fraud-free. Since programmatic buying can only tar-
get based on the probability that an ad will be in view, by partner-
ing with us VivaKi has access to the most robust dynamic database 
for its targeting,” Mr. Knoll says. Integral’s database views more than 
2 billion impressions daily and is constantly updated. 

Integral says the past year’s industrywide discussions have led 
to a new focus on viewability and an overall improvement in digital 
advertising. The company’s review of ads served in the second half 
of 2013 noted that viewable impressions among directly placed 
ads increased from 56% to 66% overall, and from 37.6% to 47.4% 
across exchanges, compared to the previous year.

Says Mr. Knoll, “If the advertisers and brands are demanding high-
er viewability and overall more qual-
ity—and paying for it—then these 
issues will start to change.”

Vindico: Giving agencies more control
Matt Timothy started his advertising career in television, so it’s easy 
for him to draw a direct line between TV and digital video advertising.

That is both a good and a bad thing.
It’s good because of the wealth of great video—TV ads—avail-

able for brands to use online. Mr. Timothy, president of Vindico, 

Scott Knoll

Matt Timothy
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